Help! We need YOU to create a superhero!
We think that mining machines are pretty super! Can you help us transform one of them
into a superhero character? First discover the rocker shovel's special super powers below.
Then design our superhero's costume by colouring them in. Don't forget to give them an
amazing superhero name in the badge space!
Our rocker shovel's super powers are:
Speed – can shovel coal faster than the strongest
miner
Super vision- can work in the pitch black of
underground
Power – it's powerful scoop hurls coal from front to
back
Write my superhero
name here!

Colour me in!
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Finally, to give your superhero the chance to become the star character of our new
machinery trail take a photo of your picture and send it to us at
www.marketing.assistant@ncm.org.uk. Don't forget to tell us your name and age!

Help! We need YOU to create a superhero!
We think that mining machines are pretty super! Can you help us transform one of them
into a superhero character? First discover the waddle fan's special super powers below.
Then design our superhero's costume by colouring them in. Don't forget to give them an
amazing superhero name in the badge space!
Our waddle fan's super powers are:
Might: brings in clean air to help miners breathe
underground
Force: pulls dangerous gases out of the mine,
saving lives
Endurance: Works day and night without rest

Write my superhero
name here!

Colour me in!
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Finally, to give your superhero the chance to become the star character of our new
machinery trail take a photo of your picture and send it to us at
www.marketing.assistant@ncm.org.uk. Don't forget to tell us your name and age!

Help! We need YOU to create a superhero!
We think that mining machines are pretty super! Can you help us transform one of them
into a superhero character? First discover the trepanner's special super powers below. Then
design our superhero's costume by colouring them in. Don't forget to give them an amazing
superhero name in the badge space!
Our trepanner's super powers are:
Energy: it cuts through walls of rock for hours at a
time
Strength: it slices through rock like coring an apple
Invincibility: even coal is no match for it's metal
trepanning wheel

Write my superhero
name here!

Colour me in!
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Finally, to give your superhero the chance to become the star character of our new
machinery trail take a photo of your picture and send it to us at
www.marketing.assistant@ncm.org.uk. Don't forget to tell us your name and age!

